
Decorative gemstones for your  
individually designed journey
New: Lastofa Forte with decorative gemstones

Flat-knitted  
medical compression  
with merino wool

lastofa® forte



More individuality?
Of course. With Lastofa Forte decorative gemstones.

Effective oedema treatment requires a lot of self-motivation 
and discipline. This is why the treatment should be made as 
individual as possible. Flat-knitted medical compression stock-
ings provide the foundation for this treatment. Eye-catching 
colours, patterns and personalised embellishments 
on your compression stockings are a good way to 
 express your personality.

We now offer decorative gemstones for our one-piece leg 
support fittings for Lastofa Forte. The shimmering stones 
are attached from above the ankle (measurement B) to 
the middle of the thigh (measurement F) on Lastofa Forte 
for a  supplementary charge.

ℓ B

ℓ F

Positioning range and designs 

The decorative gemstones can be applied to the following 
 one-piece leg fittings from Lastofa Forte:
– AD
– AG
– AT
– AT/U
– BT

In these models, the decorative gemstones are attached starting 
with the section of measurement B up to the measure-
ment F. No stones are affixed above the measurement F 
or below the measurement B. Shorter ranges, e.g., from C to F, 
are also not possible.

Example: 
Decorative gemstones  
on the stocking colour lava



The decorative gemstones can be ordered in the 
 comments field of our Lastofa Forte fax order pad.  
Simply enter „with decorative gemstones“.

The stones can be applied to the following colours  
and in combination with these decorative seams:

Combinations and add-ons 

Any foot shape and any grip top can be combined with 
the decorative gemstones. These special designs are 
also  possible together with the decorative gemstones:

–  lateral elevation
–  slip design
–  upper leg elevation, 
–  anatomical knee, 
–  lining fabric/pocket for loose pads/lymph pads,
–  open crotch, breathable gusset

In the following cases it is not possible to combine  
with the decorative gemstones:

–  for two-piece supply
–  for zip and velcro fasteners
–  for fixators
–  for sew in pads or lymph pads
–  for sew in grip top pieces (only AD)
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Heart design
–  The free embroidered heart 

can also be combined with 
the decorative gemstones. 

–  It is intended to encourage 
patients afresh each day to 
pursue the treatment con-
sistently.

–  The heart is worked into the 
foot part between the ball 
of the foot and the heel.
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